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Chapter two  

To what extent can we predict the identity of a verb in 

Persian separable complex predicates? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we will present the pre-tests that aimed at validating our 

experimental materials for the purpose of the study: finding support for 

memory-based (Gibson, 2000; Lewis and Vasishth, 2005) or expectation-

based accounts (Levy, 2008) of long-distance dependency resolution in 

Persian separable complex predicates. As the first step for this research, we 

investigated the notion of predictability in complex predicates through two 

sentence-completion tasks. Then a separability rating study was conducted to 

make sure that Persian native speakers consider the particular type of complex 

predicates we used in our design as separable. Next, a corpus study was done 
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on Persian dependency treebanks so that we have an estimation of to what 

extent the conditional probabilities of predicting the light verb may change in 

the noun-light verb constructions as a function of distance. Also, we extracted 

some information about the frequency of non-adjacent complex predicates 

from Persian and Hindi treebanks. We ran these pretests to confirm the 

reliability of the stimuli for the four main experiments (self-paced reading and 

eye-tracking) which will be discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4.  

 

2.2.  Predictability of the head in a long-distance dependency 

The offline sentence-completion tasks were conducted to validate the 

experimental stimuli and to have an estimation for the predictability of the 

target light verb versus heavy verb. The previous studies on expectation-based 

accounts suggest that sentence-completion studies are beneficial for this 

purpose.  

As an example, Levy and Keller (2013) used this method in order to derive 

their predictions as a complementary study to their corpus study. They used a 

Cloze sentence-completion test to make sure that the manipulated position of 

the German dative influences the comprehender’s expectation regarding the 

identity of the verb. For this purpose, they provided the sentence context to 

the reader up to the critical word which was the verb, and the participants were 

supposed to complete the sentences. All of the continuations were annotated 

by a native speaker of German to verify the participants’ judgements. So the 

key concern of their study was whether or not the intervener (dative noun 

phrase) led to predicting the dative-case verb. The aim of their study was to 

understand whether manipulating the dative argument positioning can 

influence the persons’ expectations about the identity of the verb. Their results 
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indicated that the presence of the intervening elements sharpened the readers’ 

expectation for the target verb. Here is an example for their stimuli: 

a. Hans hat  den    Fußball versteckt. 

   Hans  has the.ACC football  hidden. 

   ‘Hans hid the football.’ 

 

b. Hans hat  zur Ahndung  den        Fußball  versteckt. 

    Hans has  as payback  the.ACC   football  hidden. 

    ‘Hans hid the football as payback.’ 

 

c. Hans hat  dem      Sohn   den   Fußball  versteckt. 

    Hans has  the.DAT son     the.ACC  football  hidden. 

    ‘Hans hid the football from the son.’ 

 

d. Hans  hat  zur Ahndung  dem      Sohn     den  Fußball versteckt. 

   Hans   has  as payback  the.DAT son        the.ACC football   hidden. 

   ‘Hans hid the football from the son as payback.’ 

 

In a similar study by Husain and colleagues (2014), sentence completion tasks 

were used to confirm that, on the one hand, the identity of the light verb was 

highly predictable in complex predicate conditions, and that, on the other 

hand, the precise identity of the heavy verb was unpredictable in simple 

predicate conditions in Hindi. Below you can find an example for the design 

of their pretest. The participants were presented the sentence up to the noun 

which is ‘Khayaal’, lit. ‘care’ in case of the complex predicate condition and 

‘gitaar’, lit. ‘guitar’ which is the potential object of the upcoming heavy verb 

in the simple predicate condition.  

a. maa      ne      bachche ko    skUla  CoRaa    Ora  use     kahaa ki  

    mother ERG child      ACC school  dropped and   to her said    that  
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    vah apnaa khayaal… 

               she her care… 

 

b. maa     ne     bachche ko     skUla  CoRaa  Ora usse  kahaa ki  

    mother ERG child     ACC school dropped and to her said  that  

    vah apnaa gitaar … 

    she her guitar 

 

Therefore, we aim to collect empirical evidence from Persian sentence-

completion studies to find out whether or not predicting a particular verb or a 

type of verb can be sharpened by the intervener, and we can count on a 

sentence-completion study as an informative method to measure the 

predictability of the head and to validate the stimuli. However, the nature of 

the intervener is of crucial importance for determining the extent to which the 

predictions are sharpened (Konieczny, 2000; Grodner and Gibson, 2005).  

In our studies, the main goal of the sentence-completion tasks was to confirm 

that: 

1. the identity of the light verb is strongly predictable in complex predicate 

conditions  

2. the identity of the heavy verb is unpredictable in simple predicate 

conditions   

In this section, the sentence completion studies will be presented. They are 

considered to be a part of the pre-tests we did to validate the materials used in 

the later experiments. The aim for conducting such tests was to find the most 

predictable light verb and the most unpredictable heavy verb in order to 

manipulate predictability in the long-distance dependency we investigated.  
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2.2.1. Predictability of the light and heavy verbs I 

The first sentence-completion task targets the stimuli which were used in the 

first masked self-paced reading (presented in chapter 3) and the first eye-

tracking study (presented in chapter 4). Further details on why we used this 

particular design will be given in the corresponding chapters.  

 

2.2.1.1. Methodology 

2.2.1.1.1. Participants 

Thirty-two participants took part in this sentence-completion study. They were 

all native speakers of Persian living in Iran. Their age range was 20 to 40 years 

old (mean=24). Their level of education varied from high school diploma to 

doctoral degree (PhD/MD). Also, they reported no record of neuro-cognitive 

deficits, specifically affecting their memory or their reading abilities. 

Furthermore, they all had normal or corrected-to-normal eye-sight.  

 

2.2.1.1.2. Materials 

We used a 2 x 2 design in which we aimed to manipulate the two factors of 

distance (short: conditions a and c versus long: condition b and d) and 

predictability (strong predictability: conditions a and b versus. weak 

predictability: conditions c and d) to investigate the effects of memory and 

expectation 

Conditions ‘a’ and ‘b’ contain complex predicates (noun + light verb) and 

conditions ‘c’ and ‘d’ contain simple predicates (noun + heavy verb). Before 

the light/heavy verb in all the conditions, there is a short prepositional phrase 

in the short conditions, and a relative clause before this prepositional phrase 
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in the long conditions. The interveners are kept the same across the conditions 

while the nouns and the verbs differ in complex versus simple predicates.  

In total, there were 36 sets of items (mixed with 70 fillers) which were divided 

into 4 list with a latin-square design. The following is an example of a set of 

stimuli we used. The word in parentheses is the verb we expected the readers 

to use when they are given the rest of the sentence. 

 

Complex predicate conditions (noun + light verb): 

a. Short distance + strong predictability of the head  

Ali a:rezouyee    bara:ye  man (kard)… 

Ali wish-INDEF   for         1.S   (do-PST)… 

‘Ali (made) a wish for me…’ 

 

b. Long distance + strong predictability of the head 

Ali a:rezouyee     ke  besya:r    doost-da:asht-am   bara:ye    

Ali wish-INDEF that a lot      like-1.S-PST        for         

man  (kard)... 

1.S    (do-PST)… 

‘Ali (made) a wish for me that I liked a lot…’ 

 

Simple predicate conditions (noun + heavy verb): 

 

c. Short distance + weak predictability of the head 

Ali shokola:ti              bara:ye man (xarid)… 

Ali chocolate-INDEF  for        1.S   (buy-PST)… 

‘Ali (bought) a chocolate for me…’ 

 

d. Long distance + weak predictability of the head 

Ali shokola:ti         ke     besya:r   doost-da:sht-am  

Ali chocolate-INDEF  that  a lot        like-1.S-PST       

bara:ye man (kharid)… 

for        1.S   (buy-PST)… 

‘Ali (bought) a chocolate for me that I liked a lot…’ 
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2.2.1.1.3.  Procedure 

The sentence-completion study was conducted offline. The participants were 

asked to read the sentences with a natural speed. They were presented the 

sentence up until the pre-critical region which was the region before the light 

verb or heavy verb. So, they were instructed to complete the sentences and to 

write down a verb in relation to either the noun of the complex predicate or 

the direct object of the simple predicate they were provided earlier in the 

sentence.  

They were allowed to write up to 2 words even though we were interested in 

the ‘verb’ they predicated. What we measured was the probability at which 

the participants were able to predict the light or heavy verbs (the critical 

region) as the continuation of the sentences when they were provided the 

sentence until the pre-critical region. The prediction accuracy measure was the 

percentage of predicting a particular verb (the one we used in our stimuli) by 

the participants. 

 

2.2.1.1.4.  Statistical analysis 

The data were analyzed in R programming environment (R development Core 

Team, 2013) using Bayesian generalized linear mixed-effect models which 

had a binomial link function. In our analysis of the fixed effects, we made use 

of t-distribution (degrees of freedom = 2) and weakly informative priors. It is 

worth noting that in Bayesian generalized linear mixed models, we can check 

for the effect of a specific factor such that the 95 percent interval does not 

include zero.  
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2.2.1.2. Results 

The average prediction accuracy measure for predicting the identity of the 

verb (as the head) in the sentence-completion task was 64.46 % in the strong 

predictability, short condition (condition a) and 59.44 % in the strong 

predictability, long condition (condition b). Whereas the average prediction 

accuracy for the verb in the weak predictability conditions was 35.42 % in the 

short condition (condition c) and 34.03 % in the long condition (condition d). 

These effects are graphically presented in Figure 2.1. The predictability in the 

short conditions (conditions a and c) was slightly higher than in the long 

condition (conditions b and d), but this difference was not significant.  

A Bayesian generalized linear mixed-effect model indicates that there is a 

main effect of predictability in this experiment (see Table 2.1). This effect is 

such that the complex predicate conditions are more predictable than the 

simple predicate conditions. 
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FIGURE 2.1. the mean of the prediction accuracy of the target verb in all conditions 

in the first sentence completion pre-test measuring the predictability of the light and 

heavy verbs. In conditions a (complex predicate, short) and b (complex predicate, long) 

the prediction accuracy was significantly higher than in conditions c (simple predicate, 

short) and d (simple predicate, long).  

 

TABLE 2.1. Model results from the Bayesian linear mixed model for the first sentence-

completion pre-test measuring the predictability of the light and heavy verbs which 

shows a main effect of predictability as the 95% uncertainty interval includes zero. 

 

                 Conditions 

Percentage of 

prediction 

accuracy 
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2.2.1.3. Discussion 

The mean percentage of the prediction accuracy in each condition shows that 

the light verbs used in the complex predicate conditions can be considered 

relatively more predictable than the heavy verbs in the simple predicate 

conditions. In the meanwhile, we can argue that, in our particular experimental 

design, an increased number of intervening items does not lead to more 

predictability of the upcoming verb.      

According to Konieczny (2000), the longer the intervener is, the more 

additional information we have to predict the upcoming verb leading to shorter 

reading times in longer conditions. In our materials, the intervening elements 

did not help to sharpen the prediction of the upcoming verb.  

 

2.2.2. Predictability of the light and heavy verbs II 

We conducted a second sentence completion study in order to validate our 

second set of stimuli in which the nature of the intervener (prepositional 

phrase) between the noun and the verb was kept the same across the short and 

long conditions. We aimed at measuring the strength of predictability for the 

light and heavy verbs we used in the stimuli.   

 

2.2.2.1. Methodology 

2.2.2.1.1. Participants 

Like in the previous sentence-completion task, thirty-two participants took 

part in this sentence-completion study, who were different from the 

participants of the first study. They were all native speakers of Persian 

language living in Iran. Their age range was 20 to 40 years (mean=25). Their 
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level of education varied from high school diploma to doctoral degree 

(PhD/MD).  

They reported no record of neuro-cognitive deficits, specifically affecting 

their memory as well as their reading abilities. They all had normal or 

corrected-to-normal eye-sight. It is worth mentioning that none of these 

participants took part in any of the main experiments, namely self-paced 

reading and eye-tracking, so that we make sure the participants will have the 

first exposure to the stimuli in the upcoming experiments and cannot guess the 

pattern of the studies. 

 

2.2.2.1.2.   Materials 

We used a 2 x 2 design in which we aimed to manipulate the factors of distance 

(short versus long conditions) and predictability (strong predictability versus 

weak predictability conditions).  

The first two conditions contained complex predicates (noun + light verb) and 

the last two conditions contained simple predicates (noun + heavy verb). 

Before the light/heavy verb in all the conditions, there was an intervener. In 

the short conditions, the intervener was a short prepositional phrase (like the 

sentence-completion task 1). However, instead of a relative clause, there was 

a longer prepositional phrase in the long conditions. The interveners were kept 

the same across the conditions while the nouns and the verbs differed in 

complex versus simple predicates.  

In total, there were 36 sets of items (shuffled with 70 fillers) which were 

divided into 4 lists with a Latin-square design. The following are examples of 

a set of stimuli we had. The word in the parenthesis is the verb we expected 

the readers to produce when they are given the first part of the sentence. 
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Complex predicate conditions (noun + light verb): 

a. Short distance + strong predictability of the head 

Ali  a:rezouyee    bara:ye   man  (kard)… 

Ali  wish-INDEF  for          1.S    (do-PST)… 

‘Ali (made) a wish for me…’ 

 

b. Long distance + strong predictability of the head 

Ali a:rezouyee    bara:ye doost-e       xa:har-e   man (kard)… 

Ali wish-INDEF   for        friend-EZ  sister-EZ  1.S   (do-PST)… 

‘Ali (made) a wish for my sister’s friend…’ 

 

Simple predicate conditions (noun + heavy verb): 

 

c. Short distance + weak predictability of the head 

Ali shokola:ti               bara:ye   man  (xarid)… 

Ali chocolate-INDEF  for          1.S    (buy-PST)… 

‘Ali (bought) a chocolate for me…’ 

 

d. Long distance + weak predictability of the head 

Ali shokola:ti              bara:ye doost-e        xa:har-e    

Ali chocolate-INDEF  for         friend-EZ  sister-EZ    

man  (kharid)… 

1.S    (buy-PST)… 

‘Ali (bought) a chocolate for my sister’s friend…’ 

 

 

2.2.2.1.3.   Procedure 

The sentence-completion study was conducted offline, and the participants 

were asked to read the sentences in a natural manner and complete the 

sentences. The sentence was presented up until the pre-critical region which 

was the region before the light verb/ heavy verb appeared. So, they were 

expected to write a verb in relation to the noun (either the noun of the complex 

predicate or the direct object noun of a simple predicate), and We were 

interested in the first verb they generated after they were provided the pre-

critical region. 
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2.2.2.1.4. Statistical analysis 

The data were analyzed in the R programming environment (R development 

Core Team, 2013) using Bayesian generalized linear mixed-effect models 

which had a binomial link function. In our analysis of the fixed effects, we 

made use of t-distribution (degrees of freedom = 2).  It is worth noting that in 

Bayesian generalized linear mixed models, we can check for the effect of a 

specific factor such that the 95 percent interval does not include zero. 

 

2.2.2.2. Results 

The results of the second sentence-completion task were in line with the 

results of the first sentence completion study such that the average accuracy 

measure for predicting the identity of the head (i.e., the verb) was 65.28 % in 

the strong predictability and short condition and 62.85 % in the strong 

predictability and long condition. 

The average prediction accuracy for the verb in the weak predictability 

conditions was 36.36 % in the short condition and 30.21 % in the long 

condition. These effects can be seen in Figure 2.2. Although the predictability 

in the short conditions was a bit higher than in the long condition, there was 

no statistical evidence for the significance of this effect.  

As shown in Table 2.2, a Bayesian generalized linear mixed-effect model 

indicates that there is a main effect of predictability in the second experiment. 

This effect is such that the complex predicate conditions are more predictable 

than the simple predicate conditions. 
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TABLE 2.2 | Model results from the Bayesian linear mixed model for the second 

sentence completion pre-test measuring the predictability of the head. The results 

indicate a main effect of predictability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  Conditions 

FIGURE 2.2 | the mean of the prediction accuracy of the target verb in all conditions 

in the second sentence completion pre-test measuring the predictability of the head. In 

conditions a (complex predicate, short) and b (complex predicate, long) the prediction 

accuracy was significantly higher than in conditions c (simple predicate, short) and d 

(simple predicate, long).  
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2.2.2.3. Discussion 

Like in the first sentence-completion study, the average percentage of the 

predictability in all conditions shows that the light verbs intended for the 

complex predicate conditions have relatively stronger predictability than the 

heavy verbs in the simple predicate conditions. It was also shown that 

increased number of intervening items does not lead to better predictability of 

the upcoming verb. So here again, Konieczny’s (2000) argument that the 

longer intervening materials sharpen the expectation of the upcoming verb 

was not supported by our experimental materials.  

To summarize, we aimed to investigate the effect of predictability to validate 

our stimuli to make sure that the light verbs of the complex predicate were 

more predictable than the heavy verbs of the simple predicate that function as 

our control conditions. To this aim, we ran two offline sentence-completion 

tasks in which the participants were asked to predict the verb while they were 

given the sentence up to (and including) the pre-critical region. The results for 

both of the studies provided evidence for the effect of predictability in favor 

of the complex predicate conditions. Compared to the previous experiment 

(with a combination of prepositional phrase and relative clause as the 

intervener), this experiment (with only prepositional phrase as the intervener) 

also confirmed that the light verbs of our second experiment are strongly 

predictable whereas the heavy verbs are weakly predictable. These two 

experiments were the first two steps to validate our stimuli. Next, the second 

pre-test will be described.  

 

2.3. Acceptability of Persian separable complex predicates 

As the focus of the current study is long-distance dependency resolution, we 

need to make sure that the type of constructions we use for our studies (Persian 
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complex predicates) can be separated. Therefore, we conducted an 

acceptability rating study to ensure the separability of the noun-verb 

constructions which were used as the stimuli as a pretest to carefully select 

our experimental materials. We took into account Karimi-Doostan’s (2011) 

criteria for classifying the complex predicates in terms of separability.  

According to Karimi-Doostan (2011), there are three types of Persian complex 

predicates differentiated on the basis of the pre-verbal element (i.e., the noun 

with which the light verb is combined to form a complex predicate), and their 

ability to combine with a light verb. The terms used in this categorization are 

conventional and coined by Karimi-Doostan and colleaugues (2011).  

1. predicative verbal nouns  

   (anjam, ‘performing’, e.g., anja:m dadan: lit. ‘performing give’: ‘to perform’) 

2. predicative nouns 

   (latme, ‘damage’, e.g., latme azadan: lit. ‘damage beat’: ‘to harm’) 

3. non-predicative nouns 

   (gush, ‘ear’, e.g., gush da:dan: lit. ‘ear give’: ‘to listen to’) 

Karimi-Doostan (2011) proposes that these three groups are distinguished 

based on whether or not (1) the preverbal element (the noun) has internal 

argument structure, i.e., if it refers to an action or event; and (2) it has full-

fledged noun features, i.e, if it can be plural; it is selected by adjectives, 

determiners, demonstratives, prepositions and Ezafe particle5; or it can get the 

function of subject or object. Predicative verbal nouns, as the first category, 

possess an argument structure whereas they lack some noun features (e.g., 

adjectives cannot be attributed to them) which means that they do not behave 

like nouns morphosyntactically. Predicative nouns, the second category, meet 

                                                           
5 Ezafe is a grammatical particle in Iranian languages that links two words together. The most common 
applications of Ezafe are to link a noun to an adjective and to act as a possessive marker.  This particle is 
usually glossed as ‘ez’. 
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both criteria as they have an internal argument structure as well as noun 

features. Lastly, the non-predicative nouns have all the noun properties 

whereas they do not have an internal argument structure. Karimi-Doostan 

(2011) argues that only the second group (predicative nouns) can be separated 

from their light verb in a complex predicate.  

Below a more elaborated version of the examples for the three types in 

different contexts is provided (adapted from Karimi-Doostan, 2011). 

According to Karimi-Doostan (2011), only 1.a. and 3.a. (among group 1 and 

3) are acceptable sentences in Persian whereas all of the sentences in group 2 

are considered acceptable.  

Here we elaborate on the following examples for each group to show why only 

the separability of the second group is acceptable for Persian native speakers 

from a grammatical point of view. In case of the predicative verbal noun 

‘anja:m’, lit. ‘performing’ which forms a complex predicative with the light 

verb ‘da:dan’, lit. ‘to give’, only the first condition where the two parts of the 

complex predicate are adjacent is acceptable, and the rest of the conditions of 

this group in which the noun and the light verb are somehow separated (by 

attributing an adjective, demonstrative adjective, ‘ra’ accusative marker, 

prepositional phrase, wh-word, or relative clause to it) are not grammatically 

acceptable.  

As for the second group, all of the conditions for the complex predicate ‘latme 

zadan’, lit. ‘damage + to hit’ (either adjacent or separated) are acceptable 

enough for the Persian speakers even though this separation might not be the 

preferred structure specially in formal register.  Similar to the first group, the 

third group non-predicative nouns as in ‘gush kardan’, lit. ‘ear + to do’ does 

not allow for the separability of the parts of complex predicates as all the 

conditions (except for the first one, i.e., adjacent one) are considered 

unacceptable for the native speakers.  
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1. Predicative verbal noun  

a. Ali ka:rash-ra:  anja:m da:d.  

   Ali  work-his-dom  performing  give-pst 

  ‘Ali did his work.’ 

 

b. *Ali  anja:m-e  xub-i   (az)  (be)  ka:rash  da:d. 

    *Ali  performing-ez good-indef  (of)  (to)  work-his  give-pst 

    *‘Ali had a good performance in his work. /Ali did his work well.’ 

 

c. *Ali  /in  /anja:m-ra:   (/az)  (be)  ka:r-asˇ  da:d. 

    *Ali  this  performing-dom  (of )  (to)  work-his  give-pst 

    *‘Ali did his work.’ 

 

d. *anja:m-i   ke  Ali  (az)  (be)  ka:rash  da:d  

 mofid  bud 

    *performing-indef  that  Ali  (of)  (to)  work-his  give-pst 

 useful  was 

    *‘Ali is performing his work was useful.’ 

 

e. *Ali  che  anja:m-i   (be)  ka:rash  da:d? 

    * Ali  what  performance-indef  (to)  work-his  give-pst 

    *‘What sort of performance did Ali have in his work?’ 

 

f. *in  anja:m-ra:   Ali  (be)  ka:rash  da:d. 

   *this  performing-dom  Ali  (to)  work-his  give-pst 

   *‘Ali did his work.’ 

 

 

2. Predicative noun  

a. tegarg  be  ba:q-e  man  latme   zad. 

    hail  to  garden-ez  1.s  damage  beat-pst 

   ‘The hail damaged my garden.’ 

 

b. tegarg  latme-ye  bad-i  be  ba:q-e  man  zad. 

    hail  damage-ez  bad-indef  to  garden-ez  1.s  beat-pst 

   ‘The hail caused bad damage to my gardens./The hail damaged my garden 

badly.’ 

 

c. tegarg-e diruz   /in  latme-ra:  be  ba:q-e   

hail-ez   yesterday  this  damage-dom  to  garden-ez   

man  zad  

1.s beat-pst 

  ‘The yesterday’s hail caused this damage to my garden’ 

 

d. latme-/i   ke  tegarg  be  ba:q-ha:  zad   
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    damage-indef  that  hail  to  gardens  beat-pst  

    jobra:nna:pazir  ?ast. 

 irretrievable   is 

   ‘The damage caused by the hail to the gardens is irretrievable.’ 

 

e. Ali  che  latme-i  be  shoma:  zad 

   Ali  what  damage-indef  to  you   beat-pst 

  ‘What loss did Ali cause to you?’ 

 

f. in  latme-ra:  tegarg-e  diruz   be  ba:q-e   

this  damage-dom hail-ez  yesterday  to  garden-ez   

man  zad. 

1.s          beat-pst 

   ‘The yesterday’s hail caused this damage to my garden.’ 

 

3. Non-predicative noun 

a. Ali  be  ra:dyo  gush  kard 

   Ali  to  radio   ear  do-pst 

  ‘Ali listened to the radio.’ 

 

b. *Ali  be  ra:dyo  gushe   xubi  kard 

    *Ali  to  radio   ear-ez   good  do-pst 

    *‘Ali listened good to the radio.’ 

 

c. *Ali  in  gush-ra:  be  ra:dyo  kard 

    *Ali  this  ear-dom  to  radio   do-pst 

    *‘Ali did this listening to the radio.’ 

 

d. *gush-i  ke  Ali  be  ra:dyo  kard  va:zeh nabud. 

     *ear-indef  that  Ali  to  radio   do-pst  clear  wasn_t 

    *‘The listening that Ali did to radio was not clear.’ 

 

e. *Ali  che  gush-i    be  ra:dyo  kard? 

     *Ali  what  ear-indef  to  radio   do.pst 

     *‘What listening did Ali do to the radio?’ 

 

f. *in  gush-ra:  Ali  be  ra:dyo  kard 

   * this  ear-dom  Ali  to  radio   do-pst 

   *‘Ali did this good listening to the radio.’ 
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In this section, we aim to measure how acceptable it is for Persian speakers to 

separate parts of a complex predicate. We base our experimental design on 

Karimi-Doostan’s (2011) criteria of separability which were discussed earlier, 

and we want to verify whether predicative nouns (as the noun of a complex 

predicate) allow the dependency to get separated such that a light verb can be 

delayed by intervening materials. Based on his criteria, we predict that only 

the complex predicates whose nominal part is of ‘predicative noun’ type can 

be saparable.  

 

2.3.1. Methodology 

2.3.1.1. Participants 

There were fifty participants who were all Persian native speakers (different 

from those who participated in either of the sentence-completion studies). Just 

like the participants in the sentence-completion studies, they were between 20 

to 40 years old (mean=25), and they had minimum education level of high 

school diploma up to doctoral degree (PhD/MD), without any record of neuro-

cognitive deficits, and with normal or corrected-to-normal eye-sight.  

2.3.1.2. Materials 

The stimuli were designed according to Karimi-Doostan’s (2011) criteria for 

the separability of a Persian complex predicate. This separability  depends on 

the noun not on the light verb. In other words, if the noun has the full-fledged 

noun feature (for example, adjectives or demonstratives can be attributed to 

it) and an internal argument structure (referring to an action or event), then it 

can be separated from its light verb. However, predicative verbal nouns and 

non-predicative nouns do not allow this separation.  
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In our design, we had three conditions (a) predicative verbal nouns, (b) 

predicative nouns, and (c) non-predicative nouns. Each condition contained 

36 sentences in random order, and the intervener was kept the same across 

conditions.  

To make it difficult for the participants to recognize the pattern of the test, we 

included 60 fillers, half of which were correct (hence acceptable) Persian 

sentences, and the other half were incorrect, thus unacceptable. Below is an 

example of the materials (with the same order as described in section 2.1.2.). 

In the first condition, ‘ebra:z kardan’ (lit. stating + to do: ‘to state’) is a 

complex predicate whose noun is of predicative verbal type and cannot be 

separated by the propositional phrase ‘be man’ (lit. to me). An example for the 

second condition is ‘komak kardan’ (lit. help + to do: ‘to help’) which is 

acceptable to be separated by the same prepositional phrase. In the last 

condition, ‘a:tash zadan’ (lit. fire + to set: to set fire) cannot be separated, 

similar to the first condition. We will test to see if this criteria of separability 

holds in an acceptability judgement task by Persian native speakers.  

a. Complex predicate with predicative verbal noun:  

ebra:z kardan, lit. stating + to do: ‘to state’ 

*Maryam ebra:z-i            be  man  kard… 

*Maryam stating-INDEF to  1.S   do-PST… 

*‘Maryam stated (something) to me/ said to me…’ 

 

b. Complex predicate with predicative noun:  

komak kardan, lit. help + to do: ‘to help’ 

Maryam komak-i        be  man  kard… 

Maryam help-INDEF to   1.S    do-PST… 

‘Maryam helped me with something…’ 

 

c. Complex predicate with non-predicative noun:  

a:tash zadan, lit. fire + to set: ‘to set fire’ 

*Maryam a:tash-i        be  man  zad… 

*Maryam fire-INDEF  to  1.S    beat-PST… 

*‘Maryam set fire to me…’ 
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2.3.1.3. Procedure 

The materials were distributed via Online Google forms. The participants were 

instructed to read the sentences carefully and to rate them on a seven-point 

rating scale: from 1 (which was considered the most acceptable) to 7 (which 

meant  the least acceptable). Each participant saw all the items, but no 

participant saw the list in the same order as it was shuffled via Google 

automatically each time.  

 

2.3.1.4. Statistical analysis 

To analyze the acceptability data, R statistical and programming software (R 

development Core Team, 2013) was used. The statistical analysis was done 

by getting the average acceptability ratings for all the ratings across the three 

groups of conditions which were calculated and compared respectively.  

 

2.3.2. Results 

The average acceptability ratings for the three conditions were calculated, and 

the results showed that the complex predicates which included predicative 

verbal nouns (as the noun dependent of the light verb) had 3.23 mean 

acceptability which means that the participants did not consider the separated 

complex predicates of the first type as grammaticalThe complex predicates 

which were formed with the predicative nouns had the highest average of 

acceptability rating (6.08), hence, the overall rating was in favor of their 

grammaticality Finally, the complex predicates that contained non-predicative 

nouns as the nominal had an average acceptability rating of 3.12 which implies 

that such sentences are not accepted as grammatical by the native speakers of 

Persian  
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Therefore, the second category with complex predicates that contained 

predicative nouns had the highest acceptability when the light verb gets 

delayed.  The results are shown in Table 2.3. 

TABLE 2.3 | Acceptability rating of the three types of nominals in complex predicates 

  

Type of the nominal 

 

Example 

    

 Average acceptability 

rating 

 

Predicative verbal 

noun 

anja:m dadan:  

lit. ‘performing give’,  

‘to perform’ 

3.23 

Predicative noun latme zadan:  

lit. ‘damage beat’,  

‘to harm’ 

          6.08 

Non-predicative noun gush da:dan:  

lit. ‘ear give’,  

‘to listen to 

         3.12 

 

2.3.3. Discussion 

According to the results of the acceptability rating study which was conducted 

as a pre-test to validate the acceptability of the materials used for the 

experiments in Chapters 3 and 4, we can conclude that Karimi-Doostan’s 

(2011) criteria of separability in Persian complex predicate is valid. The 

results also confirmed that the complex predicates in which the noun part has 

both full-fledged noun features and internal argument structure, that is, it 

refers to either an action or an event, can be separated by the intervening 

materials while still being considered as an acceptable structure to native 

Persians. Complex predicates in which the noun part lacked either of these 

conditions proved to be less acceptable to the native speakers. Therefore, we 

can conclude that, for the predicative items, the structures we are interested 

in, that is, the non-adjacency of the light verbs and its dependent noun, are 

acceptable. In other words, it is acceptable for Persian native speakers that the 
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light verb is postponed on condition that the nominal is of a ‘predicative noun’ 

type, as described by Karimi-Doostan (2011).  Still, the firgues of 3.23 and 

3.12 indicate that these sentences (in the first and the third conditions) can be 

acceptable for some Persian speakers. The reason for this might be the strong 

diglossic situation in Persian where there is a big difference between formal 

and colloquial forms, and probably these participants considered the sentences 

as acceptable from colloquial point of view, whereas the stimuli we used 

(second group) are accepted in both formal and colloquial versions. It will be 

interesting to add this factor in a separate study to investigate the effect of 

register in Persian. However, such a study is beyond the scope of the current 

dissertation and the research questions we are interested in. The main 

motivation for us to conduct this pretest was to make sure that the stimuli we 

selected for the further studies are acceptable enough for the native speakers.  

 

2.4. Comparing adjacent and separated complex predicates in 

Persian and Hindi dependency corpora 

As for the factor of distance in our experimental materials, we compared short 

conditions in which the parts of the complex predicates are separated with a 

short intervener versus long conditions in which the two parts are separated 

with longer intervening materials. Increasing distance, as predicted by 

Surprisal (Levy, 2008), can lead to facilitation when the distance results in 

decreasing the number of the possible parses. In order to have facilitation in 

the long condition (as compared to the short condition), the conditional 

probability of the light verb after the relative clause and the prepositional 

phrase must be higher than the conditional probability of the light verb in the 

condition which only has a short prepositional phrase as the intervening 

material.  
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The results of our sentence completion studies predict that participants highly 

expect a light verb (with probability near 1) when they read the noun of the 

complex predicate in the short condition. However, when the intervener is 

long, the word after the noun (the relative marker) starts a relative clause 

which is in contrary to the reader’s expectation. So, the reader expects to see 

the light verb right after the relative clause is finished. However, the relative 

clause is still followed by a prepositional phrase. As a result, the reader is 

surprised again and expects to read the light verb when the prepositional 

phrase ends. This led us to measure the conditional probability of the light 

verb after the intervener using Persian Corpora (Seraji, 2012, 2015). 

For the purpose of the study, we used a Persian dependency treebank corpus 

(Seraji, 2015), and extracted all the noun-light verb constructions, looking for 

the various number of intervening words/ phrases that preceded the light 

verb.Furthermore, we checked for the frequency of separating the noun and 

the light verb in Persian complex predicates and compared this frequency with 

similar situation in Hindi, described by Husain et al. (2014). The aim of doing 

this corpus study was to understand to what extent the adjacency of the 

complex predicate parts is preferred in these two languages.  

In this section, we will explain how we got insight from the corpus data before 

starting our main experiments. In the first place, we extracted all the sentences 

in which light verbs were used from Persian corpora in order to have an 

estimation of how the conditional probabilities change in the separable 

complex predicates as a function of distance. Secondly, we compared the 

average distance between a noun and a light verb versus a noun and a heavy 

verb in Hindi and Persian languages.  The aim of doing the second analysis 

was to investigate how rare it is to separate the noun from the verb in each 

languages and whether this affects our final results of the main experiments. 

The motivation for this comparison is that we can later compare the nature of 
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the two languages in our discussion if we encounter difference results in our 

next experiments (i.e., self-paced reading and eye-tracking) despite the 

similarity in experimental stimuli.  

 

2.4.1. Methodology 

2.4.1.1. Materials 

For both corpus analyses, we extracted the data from the Persian dependency 

treebank by Seraji (2015). For Hindi data, we used Hindi dependency treebank 

by Bhatt and colleagues (2009).  

 

2.4.1.2. Procedure 

To target our first question regarding the extent to which distance affects the 

conditional probabilities, the proportion of the cases in which the verb came 

after an intervening phrase were counted (e.g., the sentence ‘Mary in the 

afternoon left’ contains one intervening phrase which is the prepositional 

phrase ‘in the afternoon’). Also, in order to have a word by word view of the 

intervening materials, we did the same analysis with the number of intervening 

words (instead of phrases). 

As for the second question about the preference of adjacent or separated 

complex predicates, the average distance between a light verb and its nominal 

was calculated using the number of intervening phrases. Also, the average 

distance between a heavy verb and its object was calculated. The results from 

Hindi and Persian were compared and will be discussed in the results section. 
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2.4.1.3. Statistical analysis 

We analyzed the data we extracted from the Persian and Hindi corpus using  

R program (R development Core Team, 2013). First, the conditional 

probabilities were calculated according to the number of intervening words 

and phrases. Second, the average distance between a light or heavy verb and 

its dependent noun or object was computed.  

 

2.4.2. Results 

The results indicated that, as shown in Table 2.4, the conditional probability 

of appearing the upcoming verb appearing is always high. However, it goes to 

1 when the distance between the light verb and its dependent noun (with which 

it forms a complex predicate) increases.  

The same calculation was done using the number of words, instead of the 

number of phrases as the metric. The results, as shown in Table 2.5, is highly 

similar to the situation where the intervening phrase was considered as the 

metric of calculation.  

 

TABLE 2.4 | The conditional probability of a light verb appearing given the complex 

predicate noun and n intervening phrases between the noun and the light verb. 
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TABLE 2.5 | The conditional probability of a light verb appearing given the complex 

predicate noun and n intervening words between the noun and the light verb. 

 

 

As our experimental design is very similar to the study on Hindi by Husain 

and colleagues (2014), we conducted a corpus analysis based on Persian 

(Seraji, 2015) and Hindi (Bhatt et al., 2009) dependency treebanks in order to 

find out to what extent the adjacency of the elements in a complex predicate 

is preferred in either of these two languages. As shown in Table 2.6, the 

respective results of Hindi data indicated that the average distance (i.e., 

number of intervening phrases) between a noun (as direct object) and its 

corresponding heavy verb in a simple predicate is 0.82. However, the mean 

distance between a noun and its light verb in complex predicate was 0.07 

which means that in Persian complex predicates the adjacency and shorter 

distance is preferred.  
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According to Persian dependency treebank (Seraji, 2015), the mean of 

distance between a noun (as direct object) and its corresponding heavy verb is 

2.48. However, the average distance between a light verb and its dependent 

nominal in Persian is 0.05. 

 

TABLE 2.6 | Average distance between an object-heavy verb versus a noun-light verb 

construction based on Persian and Hindi dependency treebanks 

 

Dependency Corpus Noun – Heavy verb Noun-Light Verb 

 

Hindi Corpus (Bhutt et 

al., 2009) 

0.82 0.07 

Persian Corpus (Seraji 

et al., 2015) 

2.48 0.05 

 

2.4.3. Discussion 

According to the corpus data, the conditional probability of expecting the head 

(i.e., here the light verb) is often high, and it gets further than zero when the 

distance (i.e., the intervening materials as words or phrases) between the light 

verb and its corresponding noun increases.  However, these results do not 

provide us with substantial evidence about the predictions of locality and 

expectation with respect to the particular design of our experiments in which 

predictability (in strong versus weak conditions) plays an essential role side by 

side the factor of distance investigated in this corpus study.   

Also, the comparison of Persian and Hindi dependency treebank suggests that 

a larger distance is allowed in the word order of Persian simple predicates as 

compared to Hinid. However, when it comes to complex predicates, the 

adjacency of a light verb and its noun in Persian language   is preferred over its 
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separation when we compare it to the situation in Hindi which is more tolerant 

about this separation. Nevertheless, as validated in the acceptability rating 

study, this separation is still acceptable and considered grammatical in some 

particular cases.  

2.6. General discussion 

The set of studies presented in this chapter served as the pretests to validate the 

stimuli we used in the self-paced reading and eye-tracking experiments which 

will be explained in the following chapters. First, the two sentence-completion 

tasks ensured the particular manipulation we planned to have in our design: the 

light verbs of the complex predicate were strongly predictable whereas the 

heavy verbs of the simple predicate conditions were weakly predictable. 

Second, the acceptability rating study helped us to confirm the criteria of 

separability we used in Persian complex predicates despite the fact that the 

adjacency of the elements in a complex predicate is preferred. In the third 

study, we used the Persian corpora to calculated the change in conditional 

probability of the separable complex predicates as a function of distance. The 

results indicated that the conditional probability of the upcoming verb 

appearing is always high, and it gets closer to 1 as the distance between the 

head (i.e., light verb) and its dependent (i.e., noun) increases. In another corpus 

analysis, we used Persian and Hindi dependency treebanks to calculated the 

average distance between the noun and light verb versus the direct object and 

its heavy verb. The respective results suggest that the adjacency of complex 

predicates is preferred more in Persian than in Hindi. Taking into account all 

of these results, we conducted the two self-paced reading and the two eye-

tracking experiments to investigate the role of memory and expectation in 

resolving a particular long-distance dependency: Persian complex predicates. 

 

 


